Cyanopolyyne anions were among the first anions discovered in the interstellar medium. The discovery have raised questions about routes of formation of these anions in space. Some of the proposed mechanisms assumed that anionic excited electronic states, either metastable or weakly bound, play a key role in the formation process. Verification of this hypothesis requires detailed knowledge of the electronic states of the anions. Here we investigate bound and continuum states of four cyanopolyyne anions, CN − , C 3 N − , C 5 N − , and C 7 N − , by means of ab initio calculations. We employ the equation-of-motion coupled-cluster method augmented with complex absorbing potential. We predict that already in CN − , the smallest anion in the family, there are several low-lying metastable states of both singlet and triplet spin symmetry. These states, identified as shape resonances, are located between 6.3-8.5 eV above the ground state of the anion (or 2.3-4.5 eV above the ground state of the parent radical) and have widths of a few tenths of eV up to 1 eV. We analyze the identified resonances in terms of leading molecular orbital contributions and Dyson orbitals. As the carbon chain length increases in the C 2n+1 N − series, these resonances gradually become stabilized and eventually turn into stable valence bound states. The trends in energies of the transitions leading to both resonance and bound excited states can be rationalized by means of the Hückel model. Apart from valence excited states, some of the cyanopolyynes can also support dipole bound states and dipole stabilized resonances, owing to a large dipole moment of the parent radicals in the lowest 2 Σ + state. We discuss the consequences of open-shell character of the neutral radicals on the dipole-stabilized states of the respective anions.
Introduction
Electronic spectra of typical anions are markedly different from those of neutral molecules and cations [1] [2] [3] [4] . Neutral and positively charged species have numerous electronically excited bound states, particularly near the ionization threshold where an infinite series of Rydberg states appears. Yet typical anions only support a few (if any) electronically bound states [5] [6] [7] . Electronic states of anions can be broadly classified into the following categories: valence, dipole-bound, and correlation-bound states 1, 3, 4, [8] [9] [10] . Bound excited valence states are rare due to relatively low electron detachment energy. Dipole-bound states (DBS) are reminiscent of Rydberg states in neutral systems, however, due to a different type of long-range interaction (chargedipole instead of long-range Coulomb potential), DBS are less ubiquitous and only appear when the neutral precursor possesses sufficiently large dipole moment 1, 4, [11] [12] [13] [14] . A separate class of electronically excited states of anions comprises auto-detaching resonances 4, 15 , i.e., states with finite lifetime located above the lowest electron detachment threshold; those include singly excited states (which can be shape or Feshbach type) and doubly excited Feshbach resonances derived by electron attachment to an electronically excited neutral core 16 . Often such metastable states are the only (semi)-discrete features of anionic spectra; thus, they play an important role in their spectroscopic characterization [17] [18] [19] .
The discovery of simple anions in the interstellar medium (ISM) in the last decade has stimulated interest in chemical properties of these species. C 6 H − , identified in 2006 20 first known ISM anion. So far, five other molecular anions have been confirmed to be present in the ISM: C 4 H − , C 8 H − , CN − , C 3 N − , and C 5 N − 21-25 . These observations, possible routes of the formation of these anions, and theoretical modeling of their abundances are summarized in a recent review 26 . Astrophysical discoveries of anions in the ISM were accompanied by laboratory measurements of rotational transitions and quantum-chemical calculations, which were instrumental for the correct assignment of the observed spectra [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . All interstellar anions identified so far are closely related and belong to the class of linear polyynes (C 2n H − ) or cyanopolyynes (C 2n−1 N − ), species with the conjugated chains of triple CC and CN bonds. Their ground states have closed-shell electronic configuration ( 1 Σ + ), giving rise to large electron detachment energy of about ∼4 eV. Several theoretical studies of (cyano)polyynes anions focused on their ground-state spectroscopic properties 28, [32] [33] [34] [35] . The most comprehensive study by Botschwina and Oswald 28 reported equilibrium structures, dipole moments, vertical detachment energies, and rotationalvibrational parameters for the C 2n−1 N − anions using the highly accurate CCSD(T) method (coupled-cluster with single, double and non-iterative triple excitations). In contrast to the wellstudied rovibrational structure of the C 2n−1 N − anions [28] [29] [30] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , their electronic spectra, in particular in the continuum part, have not been systematically investigated. Better understanding of excited states in these simple anions is important not only for the astrochemical research, but also in the context of precision spectroscopy 37, 38 and recently proposed experiments with cold molecular anions 39, 40 to study properties of matter at the quantum limit, where electronically excited states play a key role.
Here we characterize electronically excited bound and near-threshold continuum states of four cyanopolyyne anions C 2n−1 N − (n = 1, . . . , 4) with high-level ab initio methods. The results are particularly relevant in the context of the ongoing discus-sion on possible mechanisms of their formation in the ISM [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . One hypothesis is that the cyanopolyyne anions might be formed via direct electron attachment to the respective neutral precursors (cyanopolyyne radicals) that are ubiquitous in the ISM, followed by spontaneous radiative transition to the anionic ground state. This radiative electron attachment (REA) process has been studied recently in the three smallest cyanopolyyne anions 45 ; the calculations showed that the direct REA rates appear too small to explain the abundance of these anions in the ISM. The efficiency of the electron capture process can be significantly enhanced by metastable and weakly bound electronic states in the vicinity of the electron detachment threshold. These electronic states can resonantly trap incident electrons for a finite time, such that the complex can be stabilized and subsequently relax to the ground state of the anion. This mechanism can be described as indirect radiative electron attachment 46 . Thus, electronic or mixed electronic-vibrational resonances can act as a doorway towards efficient formation of valence bound anions by providing a mechanism for initial binding of the excess electron. A similar mechanism, electron attachment facilitated by the p−wave shape resonances, has been reported for closed-shell acetylenic carbon-rich neutral molecules (such as NC 4 N and HC 3 N) [47] [48] [49] . The prospects for the enhancement of REA via near-threshold excited anionic electronic states were discussed in Ref. 43 , where it was suggested that REA may be particularly effective in strongly polar species that are likely to form near-threshold bound or metastable states.
Several theoretical studies attempted to investigate the existence of bound and metastable states in the shortest C 2n−1 N − anions. Harrison and Tennyson performed electron scattering calculations for CN+e − and C 3 N+e − by using the R−matrix method 50, 51 ; this study reported several triplet resonances in CN − (in the energy range from 3 to 5 eV above the electron detachment threshold) and singlet and triplet resonances in C 3 N − (from 0.7 to 3 eV above the threshold). Additionally, several very weakly bound Σ + and Π states have been claimed to exist in C 3 N − . No analysis in terms of orbital character or electronic configurations has been given for aforementioned resonances and bound states 50, 51 . The report 50, 51 of numerous near-threshold bound states in C 3 N − contradicts the findings of previous quantum-chemical calculations 13 performed with EOM-CCSD method (equation-of-motion CCSD) [52] [53] [54] in which no bound states were found in C 3 N − . A later study 55 revisited these EOM-CCSD results and concluded that C 3 N − and C 5 N − support a single dipole-bound state. No similar studies have been reported for longer C 2n−1 N − chains.
The most relevant experimental study 56 of C 2n−1 N − is the measurement of photodetachment cross section for CN − and C 3 N − at the wavelength of 266 nm (4.66 eV). The authors concluded that photodetachment by interstellar UV photons is the major destruction mechanism for these anions 56 . Earlier studies based on photoelectron spectra provided accurate electron detachment energies for CN − 57 , C 3 N − , and C 5 N − 58 . The electronic absorption spectra have been reported for C 7 N − and longer cyanopolyyne anions in neon matrices 59 . The authors assigned the observed bands, progressively shifting to lower energies with the increasing carbon chain length, to the 1 Σ + ← X 1 Σ + transition. This assignment was primarily based on the analogy to the spectra of closed-shell neutral polyacetylenes (HC 2n H).
This paper reports the calculations of the electronically excited bound and metastable states in cyanopolyyne anions C 2n−1 N − (n = 1, . . . , 4).
We employed the EOM-CCSD method [52] [53] [54] augmented by complex absorbing potential (CAP) to capture metastable states 60 . EOM-CCSD has shown robust performance in calculations of excited states of different nature in closed-shell and open-shell species [52] [53] [54] 61, 62 . Recent implementation of the complex-valued CAP-EOM-CCSD variant [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] extended this method to electronic resonances. We find that C 2n−1 N − possess a distinct series of low-lying discrete excited states of singlet and triplet spin symmetry, all classifiable as valence states. These states appear already in CN − as resonances, i.e., above the lowest electron detachment threshold, and then become gradually stabilized, such that they turn into the bound states as the length of the carbon chain increases. Energies of the transitions that correspond to π → π * excitations can be rationalized within the Hückel model, which predicts lowering of the excited states in the molecules with the increasing number of π−conjugated bonds. Thus, the simple Hückel model retains its semi-quantitative validity even for excited states of resonance character. We analyze all identified excited states in terms of their lifetime (for the continuum part of the spectrum), orbital excitation character, Dyson orbitals, and transition dipole moments for optically bright states. The large dipole moment of the lowest 2 Σ + state in some of cyanopolyyne radicals suggest that they should also support dipole stabilized states. Indeed, we show that C 3 N − has dipole bound states while longer anions exhibit states which can be classified as dipole-stabilized resonances 68 . Finally, we discuss how the above features of electronic structure can manifest themselves in experimental observables such as cross sections for photodetachment (from anions) or electron scattering (from neutrals) and comment on the implications of our results regarding the mechanism of cyanopolyyne anions formation in the ISM.
Theoretical methods and computational details
We investigate the electronically excited states of the first four cyanopolyyne anions, C 2n−1 N − , both below and above the electronic continuum onset, by means of the EOM-CCSD method [52] [53] [54] 69 . In all calculations, the reference wave function corresponds to the closed-shell ground-state CCSD solution for the respective anion with N electrons. We compute excitation energies by the EOM-EE variant of the method in which N-electron target states are described by particle-conserving excitation operators. To describe N-electron metastable states embedded in the electron-detachment continuum, we augment the standard EOM Hamiltonian by complex absorbing potential (CAP-EOM-EE-CCSD) [63] [64] [65] . We determine electron-detachment thresholds and properties of the parent neutral radicals by using the EOM-IP variant of the method in which target N − 1-electron states are described by EOM operators that remove one electron (i.e., 1 hole and 2-holes-one-particle). Fig. 1 illustrates target-states manifolds accessed by EOM-EE and EOM-IP.
Given our focus on metastable auto-ionizing states, we would like to highlight the advantages of the EOM-CCSD approach for treating resonances 60 . EOM-CC is a robust theoretical framework capable of treating diverse types of electronic structure. The method yields size-intensive transition energies (excitation, ionization, attachment) and their accuracy can be systematically improved towards the exact solution. In the context of metastable and near-threshold bound states, one of the major advantages of the EOM-CC approach is that it provides a balanced description of different target states as a result of employing the same model Hamiltonian in different EOM variants. Hence, the onsets of the continua in the EOM-EE calculations correspond exactly to the electron detachment energies obtained in the EOM-IP calculations. Consequently, energy differences are consistent with each other and one can unambiguously distinguish between the bound and continuum states.
Use of CAP allows one to represent metastable states with L 2 -integrable basis functions [70] [71] [72] . In the CAP calculations, regular HamiltonianĤ 0 is augmented by an imaginary potential −iηŴ :
where η is the strength of the CAP. This purely imaginary potential absorbs the diverging tail of the continuum states and transforms them into L 2 -integrable wave functions with complex energies 73 , which can be computed by standard ab initio approaches designed for bound states 63, 64, 66, [74] [75] [76] . The CAP technique is related to exterior complex scaling method 77 . In the present study, we use the CAP-EOM-CCSD implementation reported in Refs. 63-65. Our calculations closely follow the protocol presented in those papers. The CAP is introduced as a quadratic potential of a cuboid shape:
where the coordinates (r 0 x , r 0 y , r 0 z ) define the onset of CAP in each direction. Following the same strategy as in previous calculations 63, 64 , we fixed the CAP onset at spatial extent of the wave function for the reference state, r 0 i = Ψ CCSD |R 2 i |Ψ CCSD , where Ψ CCSD is the CCSD solution (CAP-free) for the ground state of the anion 78 . The CAP-augmented Hamiltonian yields complex eigenvalues E(η) = E R (η) − iΓ(η)/2 where E R is the position of the resonance and Γ(η) is its width. The optimal value of the CAP strength parameter η is determined for each metastable state by calculating η-trajectories and searching for the minimum of the function 70 :
which minimizes the error introduced by the incompleteness of the one-electron basis set and finite strength of CAP. In some cases, more robust and stable resonance parameters can be obtained if, instead of considering the raw trajectories E(η), one analyzes the η-trajectories of deperturbed energies (U(η)) from which the explicit dependence on CAP is removed in the first order 64, 65 . The deperturbed complex energies U(η) are calculated by subtracting from raw energies E(η) the correction iη
where γ is the one-particle density matrix of the resonance state. Characters of the excited states can be illuminated by Dyson orbitals and transition dipole moments 79 . We also used EOM-CC Dyson orbitals to compute the photoelectron dipole matrix element needed for calculating of photodetachment cross section from anionic species. In these calculations the outgoing electron was represented by plane waves, similarly to our previous studies 80 .
Unless otherwise specified, in excited-state calculations we employ the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set 81 augmented with an extra set of diffuse function (mostly 3s3p) centered on each atom. The exponents of these additional functions were obtained in the same way as in our previous studies [63] [64] [65] . The calculations were performed at the fixed equilibrium geometries of the respective anions. The optimal geometries of the anions were taken from the literature. They correspond either to the experimental values (CN − ) 57 or highly accurate theoretical optimization at the
The Cartesian coordinates are given in the Supplementary Information. In calculations of the adiabatic detachment energies, we optimized the structures of the neutral precursors by EOM-IP-CCSD/cc-pVTZ. The electronic structure calculations reported here were performed using the Q-Chem package 82, 83 .
Results
All cyanopolyyne anions considered in this work are linear species with alternating single and triple bonds (Fig. 2 ). In the ground state, they have a closed-shell electronic configuration of 1 Σ + symmetry. The molecular orbital analysis of the detached and excited states studied here reveals that two classes of orbitals are involved in the relevant electronic transitions. The first class com- prises the two sets of orthogonal and degenerate π orbitals. The second class comprises lone pair located on the terminal carbon Table 1 Vertical detachment energies (VDE) of the anions (in eV) and dipole moments µ (in debye) of the neutral radicals. -this orbital is of a σ type. The π system in the C 2n−1 N − anions is similar to the π system in conjugated polyynes. Hence, one can employ the Hückel model to interpret the trend in energies of the π orbitals with respect to the carbon chain length. In accordance with the Hückel model predictions, the energy of the frontier π orbitals increases (as does the respective detachment energy) and the energy of π * orbitals decreases, as the length of the carbon chain increases. This trend is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In contrast, the σ orbital becomes more bound in longer carbon chains, which can be rationalized in terms of electrostatic interaction between the lone electron pair and the increasing dipole moment of the neutral core.
The opposite trends in energetics of the frontier occupied orbitals (π and σ ) clearly manifest themselves in the computed electron detachment energies. Table 1 presents calculated vertical detachment energies for the two lowest detached states of 2 Σ + and 2 Π symmetry. A 2 Σ + radical is obtained by removing an electron from the σ orbital of the anion, whereas electron detachment from π orbital leads to a 2 Π radical, as illustrated by the shapes of the corresponding Dyson orbitals in Fig. 4 .
As expected, the Dyson orbitals for the 2 Σ + states have axial symmetry with highest electron density at the carbon end of the chain. The Dyson orbitals for the 2 Π states have a typical nodal structure of π orbitals and are delocalized over the entire chain, following the Hückel model prediction (Fig. 3) . Table 1 shows that all anions have large electron detachment energy: ∼ 4 eV or more. Forming 2 Σ + radicals is more favorable in shorter carbon chains, whereas 2 Π radicals become preferable in longer species, which leads to the change of the ground state from 2 Σ + to 2 Π as the carbon chain increases. Directly comparable with experimental measurements are adiabatic detachment energies (ADE). Table 2 summarizes our calculated ADEs together with the available  experimental values 57, 58, 84 . The discrepancies between the theory and experiment are within 0.2-0.3 eV, as expected for EOM-CCSD. According to our calculations, the cross-over between the 2 Σ + and 2 Π states occurs in C 5 N, both adiabatically and vertically.
The most recent photoelectron spectroscopic study 58 found that the ground state of C 5 N is still 2 Σ + , whereas the 2 Π state is located 0.069 ± 0.015 eV above the 2 Σ + threshold. Thus, a higher level of electron correlation treatment beyond EOM-CCSD is necessary to exactly reproduce the cross-over between these two nearly degenerate states of C 5 N. An important property of the C 2n−1 N radicals is their dipole moment, which is given in Table 1 for the two lowest electronic states. The states of 2 Σ + symmetry have large dipole moment, which increases with the length of the carbon chain. The 2 Π states behave differently -their dipole moment remains small, independently of the molecular size. These trends in the dipole moments have two consequences. First, it explains the stabilization of the lone pair orbital, as seen in the energies of the 2 Σ + detached states. Second, it means that the neutral C 2n−1 N radicals should be capable of forming dipole-bound states 1, 11 (or dipolestabilized resonances 68 ) only if they are in the 2 Σ + state, but not in the 2 Π state (in other words, dipole-stabilized states should correspond to the excitation of an electron from the σ orbital to a diffuse target orbital near the carbon end).
The electron detachment energies determine the thresholds that separate bound and unbound (metastable) excited states. The valence excited states of cyanopolyyne anions studied in the present work are predominantly the excitations from the frontier σ or π orbital into the unoccupied π * orbital. The σ → π * transition may result in singlet or triplet Π states, whereas the π → π * transition can give rise to singlet or triplet Σ + , Σ − , or ∆ states. Several possible excited states symmetries result from double degeneracy of π−system. Fig. 5 shows energies of all low-lying valence excited states, either metastable or bound. These energy diagrams illustrate that all excited states of σ → π * and π → π * character become stabilized with the increasing length of the carbon chain. The rate of stabilization is different in the excited stated derived from the π → π * transitions and in those derived by the σ → π * excitations. The trend in the energies of all π → π * transitions can be rationalized in terms of the Hückel model. The σ → π * transitions follow a different pattern, determined by the opposing trends in the π * and σ orbitals. More thorough analysis of these trends in electronic spectra is given in Section 3.4, after detailed results for each species, starting from CN − , the prototype of all cyanopolyyne anions.
CN −
CN − is the precursor of the cyanopolyynes series. Owing to its small size, it often serves as a benchmark system amenable to high-level quantum-chemical calculations. CN − and its parent radical CN play important roles not only in the ISM and astrochemistry, but also in combustion chemistry, carbon-rich plasmas, rotational spectroscopy, and in precision measurements of cosmological properties 30, 85, 86 . Our CAP-EOM-EE-CCSD calculations identified seven valence low-lying resonances of different symmetries. Their positions and linewidths are reported in Table 3 and the η trajectories used to extract the resonance parameters are given in the Supplementary Information. The energies are given with respect to the ground state of CN − . The resonances are located in the range of 6.3 to 8.5 eV above the ground state, that is, more than 2 eV above the lowest CN − detachment threshold. They are all predominantly π → π * excitations, except for the 1 Π and 3 Π states that correspond to σ → π * transition.
All states can decay to a parent radical ( 2 Σ + or 2 Π) in oneelectron process, thus, they can be classified as shape resonances. Inspection of Table 3 shows that all singlet resonances are slightly broader than the triplets of the same symmetry and that they are higher in energy. The results obtained from the uncorrected trajectories (E (1) are systematically lower than those from the uncorrected trajectories v (0) , confirming that the correction 64 indeed improves the accuracy of the resonance determination. The small size of cyanide allows us to test the convergence of the results with respect to the size of the one-electron basis set. This is summarized in Table 4 , which presents the positions and widths of the CN − resonances obtained with three different basis sets. Table 4 shows that the smallest tested basis set (aug-ccpVTZ+3s3p) gives already satisfactory results for the resonance parameters, in particular, for the narrowest resonances. In most cases, larger valence or more diffuse basis sets lead to slightly lower resonance positions and smaller widths. Importantly, in all cases, the resonance parameters obtained with our basic basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ+3s3p) are reasonably close to the position and widths obtained with larger basis sets. On the basis of these benchmarks, for larger cyanopolyyne anions we employ only the aug-cc-pVTZ+3s3p basis set.
To further validate our results from CAP calculations, we computed the resonance parameters for the CN − triplet states with the complex basis function (CBF) method 87, 88 (see Supplementary Information for the details). The results from the CAP (Table 4) and from the CBF (Table SII) calculations compare favorably, reaffirming our predictions of resonance states in CN − . We 1-13 | 5 
C 3 N −
Results of the CAP-EOM-CCSD calculations for C 3 N − , the second cyanopolyyne anion, are presented in Table 5 . The low-lying resonances of C 3 N − appear at lower energies relative to CN − . The 3 Σ + state is below the lowest detachment threshold and, therefore, is bound with respect to electron detachment. While being red-shifted, all C 3 N − resonances also become more narrow by roughly one order of magnitude relative to CN − . Table 5 shows that the observed stabilization effect is accompanied by much lower optimal values of the CAP strength parameter η and much lower corresponding trajectory velocities. This means that determination of resonances parameters for C 3 N − should be more robust and less basis set dependent than for CN − . While the 3 Σ + state became a valence bound state, the 3 ∆ state changed its character from shape to Feshbach resonance, i.e., the 3 ∆ state (of σ 2 π 2 ππ electronic configuration) is located below its parent neutral state of the C 3 N radical ( 2 Π, electron configuration σ 2 π 2 π) but can still autoionize producing the 2 Σ state of C 3 N (of σ π 2 π 2 electronic configuration) via two-electron transition. This change in the resonance character leads to longer lifetime and ultra-narrow resonance width, lower than the accuracy of our method. This is why for the 3 ∆ resonance we were only able to obtain an upper bound of the width.
Similarly to CN − , the metastable electronic states of C 3 N − were investigated by the R−matrix method 50 . Comparison of our results with those given in Table 7 of Ref. 50 shows qualitative similarity between the CAP-EOM-EE-CCSD and R-matrix resonance parameters. In both calculations, the order of all resonance states is the same and the C 3 N − resonances are significantly more narrow than the corresponding states in CN − . The most notable difference is in the widths, which are a few times larger in the R-matrix calculations. Moreover, the resonances in the R-matrix calculations appear about 1.5 eV higher than in the CAP-EOM-CCSD calculations. Slightly different geometries employed in the two studies would not account for the discrepancies Table 5 Positions E R , widths Γ (in eV), optimal values of η parameter, and corresponding trajectory velocities (in atomic units) for low-lying resonances in C 3 N − . 3 Σ + is a bound state. Basis set is aug-cc-pVTZ+3s3p. Numbers in parentheses denote powers of 10. in resonance predictions; rather, those discrepancies arise due to the differences in the description of the continuum and its coupling to the bound part of the spectrum as well as approximations in the many-body treatment. In principle, the hermitian Rmatrix scattering approach is well suited for treating resonances. However, the many-body nature of the molecular electronic problem implies that other factors, i.e., electron correlation treatment and one-electron basis sets, contribute to the observed discrepancies. This is confirmed by significant discrepancies across different electronic structure models employed in the R-matrix study, as can be seen in Table 6 contains the results of the CAP-EOM-CCSD and EOM-CCSD calculations for the two longest cyanopolyyne anions considered in the present work: C 5 N − and C 7 N − . In C 5 N − , only the 1 Π state remains a resonance, with a very small width of less than 0.02 eV. Other valence excited states drop below the lowest detachment threshold and become stable with respect to autoionization. The recent theoretical study of the C 5 N − photodetachment 45 reported the sharp 1 Π shape resonance at 5.1 eV, which agrees well with our calculations. Fortenberry in his EOM-CCSD calculations for C 5 N − reported a valence bound 1 Σ + excited state at around 4.0 eV 55 . Our results suggest that this is actually 1 ∆ excited state. Our symmetry assignment is consistent with an extremely small oscillator strength (∼ 10 −6 ) for the transition to the anion ground state reported in Ref. 55 .
In C 7 N − the lowest-lying π → π * and σ → π * transitions are stabilized even further, such that even the 1 Π state becomes bound. Thus, C 7 N − anion supports seven bound excited states, which is quite remarkable for an anion. What is not shown in Table 6 and Fig. 5 is a new low-lying resonance of 1 Σ + symmetry emerging in C 7 N − . This new state of a mixed valence-diffuse character is discussed below, in Sec. 3.5 devoted to dipole-stabilized states. We note that C 7 N − has additional low-lying valence resonances approaching the electron detachment threshold corresponding to excitations from deeper π occupied orbitals. They are located about 2 eV above the lowest valence states of the same symmetry, which are reported in Table 6 . Here we do not discuss these states, since our focus is on the lowest transitions, i.e., originating from the highest occupied π or σ orbitals. Table 6 Excitation energies (eV) of low-lying valence states of C 5 N − and C 7 N − . Basis set is aug-cc-pVTZ+3s3p. 
General trends in electronic spectra
It is instructive to assemble and compare the results for all cyanopolyyne anions studied in the present work. Figure 5 shows that the energies of all π → π * transitions decrease to a similar extent as the carbon chain lengths increases. As mentioned above, this can be rationalized in terms of the Hückel model description of π−conjugated systems. According to the Hückel's model, in a π system comprised of N atoms in a linear chain, the lowest π → π * (HOMO-LUMO) transition energy reads:
and it depends only on one parameter β . We determined optimal β values for each of the π → π * excitations by least squares fitting. Figure 6 compares ab initio transition energies with those from the Hückel model based on fitted β 's for each of the transitions. The optimal β values vary between −3.25 and −4.33 eV. The variation in β values is not surprising, as we describe multiple states of different spin and spatial symmetry with the same model. Similarly, different β s are used to describe singlet/triplet transitions in conjugated hydrocarbon molecules 94 . In all cases shown in Fig. 6 there is a reasonably good agreement, highlighting the regularity in the excitation energies in the cyanopolyyne anions. Remarkably, the Hückel model is capable of reproducing consistently the transitions to both metastable and bound states.
1-13 | 7 The agreement between the two curves in Fig. 6 can be made almost perfect if one allows for slightly different values of the resonance integrals β for CN and CC bonds.
The energies of metastable states are lowered and their widths become more and more narrow with the increasing chain length. This behavior is explained by increased delocalization, which is captured by the Huckel model. In addition, polarization, which increases in longer carbon chains, may also contribute towards resonance stabilization 95, 96 . Consequently, metastable states undergo gradual stabilization in longer species and eventually become bound. This trend is also illustrated in Fig. 5 when the excited states shift down and drop below the lowest neutral threshold (marked with black solid or dashed lines in Fig. 5 ). As mentioned above, all CN − resonances are of shape type because they can autoionize via a one-electron transition. This is true for all resonances located above both ( 2 Σ and 2 Π) neutral thresholds. If a metastable state drops below its parent neutral but is still above the other neutral threshold, then it becomes a Feshbach resonance. We observe such situation only for the 3 ∆ state: it is a shape resonance in CN − , Feshbach resonance in C 3 N − , and, finally, a stable bound state in C 5 N − and C 7 N − . All other metastable states are converted directly from shape resonances into stable bound states.
Comparing widths of the singlet and triplet resonances of the same symmetry, we note that, in all cases, the singlet states are broader than triplets. A possible reason is that the singlet continuum has a higher density of states than the triplet continuum due to Pauli exclusion principle excluding some of the electronic configurations of the same-spin electrons. Consequently, the coupling of singlet metastable states with the continuum is stronger and their lifetimes are shorter.
A common feature of all valence resonances and bound states shown in Fig. 5 is that they are dominated by one-electron excitation into the lowest unoccupied π * orbital. This is best illustrated by the Dyson orbitals of the excited states calculated as overlaps with with the corresponding parent radical ( 2 Π neutral for 3 Σ + , 1/3 Σ − and 1/3 ∆, or 2 Σ + neutral for 1/3 Π excited states). Figure 7 shows illustrative Dyson orbitals for the identified 1 Π states (either metastable or bound). Both real and imaginary parts of all Dyson orbitals have typical nodal structure of π * orbitals. Their norms 97 are almost purely real and equal to ∼ 0.47 − 0.002i (Π states) and 0.24 + 0.003i (Σ + , Σ − and ∆ states). Relatively small norms of the Dyson orbitals indicate importance of correlation. Of all the identified valence resonances, the 1 Π state is the most interesting, as it is directly accessible via one-photon transition from the 1 Σ + ground state of the anion. This state can be observed in one-photon photodetachment (or absorption cross) section. Also, it can serve as a gateway in a two-step radiative electron attachment, a process discussed in the context of possible mechanisms of C 2n−1 N − formation in the ISM.
In the search of dipole-stabilized states in cyanopolyynes
The discussion above focused exclusively on valence excited states. Let us now discuss states derived by excitation into diffuse orbitals and stabilized by the electrostatic interaction between the outer electron and the dipole moment of the neutral core. These can be either dipole-bound states or dipole-stabilized resonances. According to the results in Table 1 , C 3 N − is most likely to support dipole bound states because its parent radical in the electronic ground state has dipole moment exceeding the critical value 98 of ∼2.5 D. In longer anions, DBS would require excitation from a lower-lying σ orbital. To locate DBS, we carried out EOM-EE-CCSD calculations 99 with extended basis sets which included up to 8s, 5p and 1d additional diffuse functions on top of the augcc-pVTZ basis set. In C 3 N − we found two weakly bound states ( 3 Σ + and 1 Σ + ), located just below the lowest electron detachment threshold. Our best estimates of the vertical binding energies (computed at the equilibrium structure of the anion) are 0.006 eV for the 3 Σ + state and 0.002 eV for the 1 Σ + state, obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ+8s5p1d basis set. Interestingly, although the parent radical C 3 N has considerably large dipole moment (∼ 3.9 D), the binding energies of the DBS states are extremely small. For example, these binding energies are 2-6 times smaller than in DBS in closely related HC 3 N − , which has closed-shell precursor with µ=4.2 D. We attribute these weak stabilization energies to the open-shell character of the parent radical. Detailed discussion of this issue will be presented elsewhere. In contrast to the previous EOM-CCSD studies 13, 55 in which the excitation energies of putative DBS states never dropped below the detachment threshold, in our calculations the identification of DBS as bound states is unambiguous. We did not find DBS in other cyanopolyynes (CN − , C 5 N − and C 7 N − ), which is consistent with low values of dipole moments of the respective neutral precursors in their electronic ground states. However, the CAP-augmented EOM-CCSD calculations for C 5 N − and C 7 N − identified low-lying excited states of Σ + symmetry, which can be described as dipole-stabilized resonances. These states, dominated by the excitation from frontier σ into diffuse σ * orbital, appear between 5.1 and 5.8 eV above the anionic ground state and have relatively large widths spanning from ∼ 0.3 to ∼ 0.8 eV (see Table 7 for states denoted as 2 1 Σ + and 2 3 Σ + ). The dipole-stabilized character of these states is revealed by the shapes of Dyson orbitals (calculated as the overlap with the 2 Σ + state of parent radicals). As shown in Fig. 8a-c , the excess electron resides outside the terminal carbon, i.e., at the positive end of the dipole. The 2 1 Σ + state of C 7 N is an exception in this series, as it has a mixed π → π * and σ → σ * character. This mixing is reflected by relatively large c-norm values of Dyson orbitals computed for the two different detachment channels corresponding to the 2 Π (c-norm is 0.20 − 0.02i, Fig. 8d ) and 2 Σ + (c-norm is 0.08 + 0.04i, Fig. 8c ) states of the radical. For other states, there is only one Dyson orbital with non-negligible c-norm. Significant π → π * character of the 2 1 Σ + state in C 7 N suggests its classification as a valence state. Therefore, this resonance is the first appearance of 1 Σ + excitation from the π → π * manifold, which was missing in shorter cyanopolyyne chains (see Fig. 5 ).
The shapes of η-trajectories for the resonances of σ → σ * character differ considerably from those for valence-type states (η-trajectories for all metastable states are given in Supplementary Information). The η-trajectories for Σ + dipole-stabilized resonances are more difficult to interpret as they feature quasioscillatory behavior with several stabilization points. Optimal η opt values reported in Table 7 correspond to the lowest η at which stabilization is manifested both by the minimum of the trajectory velocity, Eq. (3), and by constant size of the wave function, defined as R 2 .
Because the dipole moment of the CN radical is small (1.35 D) , it is unlikely that this molecule would support dipole-stabilized anionic states. Quite surprisingly, the CAP-augmented EOM-CCSD calculations yield some low-lying diffuse metastable states (around 5.7 eV), derived by the excitation from σ orbital into diffuse σ -like orbitals. These states persists in CAP-EOM-CCSD calculations with larger basis sets and different CAP onsets. Similar states appear in some CBF calculations (e.g., with aug-ccpVTZ+3s3p basis set), but they all disappear when larger basis set (aug-cc-pVTZ+6s6p or aug-cc-pVTZ+9s9p) is employed in CBF EOM-CCSD. We concluded that these states are false resonances appearing as artifacts of the theoretical approaches.
Possible experimental observation of the predicted features
There have been yet no experimental observation of the electronic resonances in cyanopolyyne anions. Below we discuss how our predictions regarding electronic structure of C n N − can be verified experimentally. The easiest to observe would be the low-lying 1 Π Table 7 Dipole-stabilized and diffuse states of Σ + symmetry in cyanopolyyne anions. Metastable states (in C 5 N − , C 7 N − ) are characterized by position E R , width Γ (in eV), optimal value of η parameter, and corresponding trajectory velocity (in atomic units). For DBS (C 3 N − ) we report binding energy. Basis sets are: aug-cc-pVTZ+8s5p1d (C 3 N − ) and aug-cc-pVDZ+3s3p (C 5 N − and C 7 N − ). Numbers in parentheses denote powers of 10. Bound excited states of cyanopolyynes can be observed by absorption or emission spectroscopy. The first state of this kind is 3 Σ + in C 3 N − . While the optical transition from the X 1 Σ + ground state is spin-forbidden, this state is most likely responsible for the observed long-lived phosphorescence in C 3 N − , with the band origin at 3.58 eV in rare gas matrix 104 (our vertical excitation energy is 4.06 eV). Similar emission bands assigned to the X 1 Σ + ← 3 Σ + transition were measured for the neutral HC 5 N and HC 7 N molecules 105, 106 with origins at 2.92 and 2.45 eV, respectively. These values compare favorably with our predictions for the 3 Σ + state in the isoelectronic C 5 N − and C 7 N − anions (vertical excitation energies of 3.03 and 2.48 eV). Bound excited states of 1 Σ + and 1 Π symmetry can be directly probed by absorption spectroscopy. The absorption spectrum of C 7 N − embedded in neon matrices 59 Photon energy / eV Photon energy / eV Photon energy / eV Fig. 9 Calculated photodetachment cross sections for CN − , C 3 N − , and C 5 N − . Contribution from detachment to 2 Σ + and 2 Π neutral states are shown separately. The sharp peaks in the total cross section are due to the 1 Π resonance.
ogy with HC 2n H. Our results suggest that this feature more likely corresponds to the 1 Π ← X 1 Σ + transition (vertical excitation energy of 4.69 eV, according to our calculations). However, we also predict a narrow 2 1 Σ + resonance at ∼ 5.1 eV and lifetime of 5 fs, with large transition dipole moment to the anionic ground state (see Table SIII in the Supplementary Information). Therefore, the original assignment of the observed band as 2 1 Σ + ← X 1 Σ + cannot be ruled out, since neon matrix can stabilize the excited states and convert the resonance into a bound state. Bound excited states in anionic species can also be probed by multiphoton resonance-enhanced detachment spectroscopy, as it was demonstrated for polyatomic carbon anions 107 . In this technique bound excited states serve as intermediate states in multiphoton detachment. In principle, absorption spectroscopy can also detect electronic resonances if their lifetime is sufficient 108 . For example, the sharp 1 Π resonance in C 5 N − with detachment lifetime of 40 fs can lead to discrete absorption band, despite being embedded in the continuum.
Summary and conclusions
Recent discovery of several carbon chain anions in the ISM triggered theoretical and experimental studies aiming to understand their chemical and spectroscopic properties. Such knowledge is essential to explain the molecular origin of these species in space and might also guide astrochemical search for new, yet undiscovered anions. In this contribution, we presented a systematic ab initio study of the electronic structure of cyanopolyyne anions C 2n+1 N − (n = 0, . . . , 3), with the focus on their low-lying metastable (with respect to electron detachment) and bound excited states. The calculations were carried out by the CAP-EOM-CCSD method, which describes bound and metastable states on an equal footing. Already for CN − , the smallest anion in the series, we found several low-lying singlet and triplet metastable states ( 1 Σ − , 1 ∆, 1 Π, 3 Σ + , 3 Σ − , 3 ∆, 3 Π). These metastable states can be classified as shape resonances and correspond to valence π → π * or σ → π * excitation form the ground state of the anion. Dominant one-electron character of these states is clearly manifested in the shape of the respective Dyson orbital, which in all cases resembles a typical π * orbital. In longer species, the positions of all valence metastable states are lowered and their widths decrease; eventually, these resonances become bound. The stabilization can be explained by the increased delocalization of the frontier molecular orbitals. On the route from metastable to stable bound states, some resonances might change their character from shape type to Feshbach type, as it happens for the 3 ∆ state in C 3 N − anion. For all valence resonances, the singlets are systematically broader than the corresponding triplets of the same symmetry, indicating stronger coupling between the bound and continuum parts of the spectrum for singlet spin symmetry. In the case of excited states of π → π * character (i.e. Σ + , Σ − and ∆) trends in excitation energy as a function of carbon chain length are well reproduced by the Hückel model. Thus, the Hückel model retains its validity across the domains of bound and metastable states. Apart from the valence metastable and bound excited states, some of cyanopolyyne anions can also support dipole-stabilized states, either bound or metastable. Their existence depends on the magnitude of dipole moment of the parent neutral radical. Our EOM-EE-CCSD calculations showed unequivocally that C 3 N − has near-threshold bound states of 1 Σ + and 3 Σ + symmetry, bound vertically by less than 0.01 eV. In longer cyanopolyyne anions (C 5 N − and C 7 N − ) the CAP calculations identified relatively broad dipole-stabilized resonances.
The resonances identified in this work are located in the range from a few tenths of eV (C 5 N − and C 7 N − ) up to a few eV (CN − ) above the ground state of the parent neutral radical. In C 5 N − the 1 Π resonance appears in the energy range that might be relevant for its formation via REA, especially if we take into account the effect of structural relaxation. In the case of C 3 N − rovibrational resonances associated with the 1 Σ + DBS provide a natural doorway for the formation of the anions in the ISM via electron attachment. In this process the electron is captured into DBS Feshbach vibrational level located near the detachment threshold, and then the resulting transient state can undergo stabilization to the anion's electronic ground state via dipole-allowed transition. For the smallest interstellar anions, CN − , the electronic structure calculations do not support mechanisms of its formation involving direct electron capture by the CN radical. We concur with the previous studies 44, 47, 84 that chemical reactions and dissociation of larger closed-shell molecules such as NC 3 N or HC 3 N are more likely sources of CN − occurrence in space.
We discussed several possible ways of how the predicted resonances can manifest themselves in experimental observables, including photodetachment cross section, electron impact spectroscopy, and absorption or emission spectra (in the case of stable bound states). The easiest to observe are the 1 Π and 1 Σ + states, which have non-vanishing transition dipole moment to the anion ground state; therefore, they can be probed by one-photon spectroscopy of the anion ground state.
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